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THE LAHLUM  
ROUND 
REPORT 7 

 

GM Group 
Following a hard-fought round seven it seems more or less granted that first rated Evgeny Postny 

or third rated Frode Urkedal will win the top group of this tournament. Whot will take first prize 

remains all the more open: Urkedal today won early against GM Benjamin Arvola Notkevich and 

for a while seemed likely to achieve half a point lead, but Postny caught him as he after five and  

a half hour succeeded winning a drawish doble rook endgame against 17 year old FM Jens 

Ingebretsen.  

 

Round seven overall was a hard-fought one on the top boards: The IM duel on board three took a 

U-turn during mutual time trouble, as Johannes Haug after three hours of passive defence 

efficiently used his chance to win on board and clock when opponent Frode Elsness overpressed.  

While fourth board IM duel between Kristian Stuvik Holm and Tor Fredrik Kaasen and sixth board 

FM duel between Lucas Ranaldi and Anders Hobber both were relatively short draws, the fifth 

board drama between Mathias Unneland and GM Ilmars Starostits was a close to-sensation in 

which the GM by a medium miracle scraped a draw after being three pawns down for two hours.  

Postny and Urkedal following this share the lead at 6,0/7 a full point ahead of Haug at 5,0, with 

nine more players following at 4,5. Haug following today´s win is the last man running for a GM-

norm, but he still needs two more game wins to make it – while six players have more or less good 

chances for IM-norms. Top board pairings for round eight are Urkedal black against Haug and 

Postny white against Holm.  

FM Jens Ingebretsen (2220) as white against 

GM Evgeny Postny (2603) went for a safe 

and sound Italian opening, in which white 

got a slight space advantage with e4 and d4 

versus e5 and d6. Black still had no problems 

and got some counterplay on the light 

kingside squares after white weakened his 

kingside with g3.  

As all the bishops and no other pieces were 

exchanged after 20 moves the position 

appeared in balance, although Ingebretsen       Ingebretsen vs Postny  

had a king on h3 and 30 minutes against 50.                               
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White according to the computer programs later had a slight plus, but Postny still was the one trying 

to win and made efforts to keep enough pieces on the board. After 35 moves the position with 

queen, two rooks and five pawns on each side still was drawish, but with some possibilities for both 

players. White had a three against two pawn majority on the kingside, while white had two against 

one on the queenside.  

Postny finally smelled some winning chances as Ingebretsen at move 42 gave up a pawn to exchange 

queens. With half an hour against three minutes on the clock, Postny won a pawn to play with two 

rooks, g-pawn and h-pawn versus two rooks and h-pawn. From a computer perspective this was a 

draw fortress, as white had a blockade pawn at h5 protected by both his rook along the fifth rank. 

From a human perspective it was still a demanding position to defend short of time, as white had to 

protect the h5-pawn while avoiding mating threats against his king.  

The lurking mistake came in a drawn but still difficult position at move 60, as Ingebretsen invited to a 

rook exchange with 60.Ra5??. Short of time white did not realize until it was too late that black could 

now exchange the rook and win the h-pawn with 61.--- Rg5!, as the pawn endgame now was won for 

him. In short clever and stubborn Postny had another pole in with another long endgame, and still 

shares the lead – now at an outstanding 6,0/7. Ingebretsen following this bitter first lost game is out 

of the GM norm run for now, but still needs «only» 1,0/2 to make his second IM-norm.   

 

Frode Urkedal (2549) had another Norwegian 

GM duel as white against Benjamin Arvola 

Notkevich (2482). Notkevich´s French with 3.--- 

dxe4 became a bit too careful today, hence white 

got a pleasant pressure following an early queen 

exchange.  

The position after 16 moves appeared very 

promising for Urkedal as he was clearly better on 

the board and had 1 hour against 17 minutes on 

the clock. Giving Urkedal such a position seldom 

qualifies as a good strategy, and even the great 

chess fighter Notkevich did not look optimistic                                        Urkedal vs Notkevich 

about his prospects. Urkedal soon picked up                       

the loose black e4-pawn, then another pawn at b7, and advanced his passed f-pawn to win the game 

before 40 moves.  

 

IM Frode Elsness (2454) true to his basic 

instincts (and his not too secret GM-norm plan) 

played hard for a win as white in a Nimzo Indian 

Rubinstein line against solid young IM Johannes 

Haug (2481). Tactical exchanges after 16 moves 

left a position with one queen, two rooks, one 

bishop and five pawns in each camp. Due to 

opposite coloured bishops this appeared 

drawish, but white still had a pleasant plus with 

the better pawn structure and c-file control. 

Haug spent much time for the next moves,  

                                     Elsness vs Haug              and after 28 moves Elsness had eight minutes 

                 left against one minute for Haug.  
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On the board white still had a promising pressure. Although tempting, the bishop sacrifice 37.Bxf6? 

was a mistake allowing black to save the game. Black´s bishop at d7 true enough was pinned along 

the seventh rank, but if white tried to win it with 38.Qd6! then Rxg2+! would force a draw by 

perpetual check. If white instead tried to win the bishop with 38.Qg4??, as played in the game, then 

38.--- Ra7! intending 39.Rxa7 Qb8+! could save the bishop and win the game for black.  

Elsness went for 38.Qg4?? with one minute left on the clock, Haug with a few seconds left managed 

to find 38.--- Ra7! – after which Elsness remained paralyzed in his chair until losing on time.  

Elsness following this derailment is at an average result without any chances for a GM-norm.  

Haug on the other hand can make it if defeating Urkedal in round eight and another GM (in case for 

sure named Postny) in round nine.  

 

IM Kristian Stuvik Holm (2465) and IM Tor Fredrik Kaasen (2386) discussed a London opening system 

in which the bishop was exchanged at f4. This left white with an inferior pawn structure but a strong 

square at e5 and a half open e-file. White still had a pressure in a heavyweight position with one 

queen, two rooks, one knight and eight pawns on each side after 20 moves.  

21.f5?! however might have been a mistake, helping black to exchange pieces. White was still slightly 

better when offering a draw after 24 moves. Both IMs following this have a solid average result 

within any chances for a GM-norm. 

 

15 year old sensation man Mathias 

Unneland (2149) as white against so 

far solid GM Ilmars Starostits (2464) 

went for a kingside pawnstorm in a 

Sicilian Qb6 line. After 21 moves both 

players still had their king in the 

initial position, white had pawns at 

f5, g5 and h5, and the position 

overall was a mess. The game took 

another dramatic turn as black 

played  

21.--- d4!?, after which white replied 

with 22.Nxd4! – sacrificing a piece for 

two pawns to open lines                                                                 Unneland vs Starostits 

and diagonals against the black king.  

It worked out very well as even a GM failed to find best defence in this complex position after 24.g6: 

Although 24.--- f6? was a natural try to keep the position closed it soon gave white a decisive attack 

after 25.h6 gxh6 25.g7.  

Obviously having underestimated the dangers, Starostits spend enormous amounts of time and went 

from 20 minutes ahead to 20 minutes behind on the clock, but for a long time without making any 

progress on the board. White before 40 moves won back the piece with three extra pawns.  

After the time control he played a totally won position with queen, rook, knight and four pawns 

against queen, rook, bishop and one pawn. Still white had some worries for his king on an open 

board, and the GM fought on well with traps and threats.  

Having unneccessary sacrificed his knight, white still had a winning position if exchanging off the 

queens with 54.Qd3+! – leaving an endgame with rook and four pawns against rook and bishop. 

Unneland instead snatched the tempting black rook, not realizing until it was too late that his king 

could not escape the checks from black´s queen and bishop.  
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Unneland would have been very close to an IM-norm if winning this game. Drawing it is still was a 

step towards a sensational norm, and Unneland with a norm performance of 2480 most probably 

needs «only» 1,0/2 in the final rounds.  

Starostits on the other hand is on expected score, but still inside the fight for top three prizes after 

this miraculous survival.    

 

FM Lucas Ranaldi (2334) today started up with 1.Nf3 and 2.c4 against FM Anders Hobber (2386), but 

as white later played d4 the game transposed into a Slav opening with an early a6. White was more 

than 24 minutes ahead on the clock and still appeared slightly better in a rather closed position with 

all 32 men still in the boat, when a draw was agreed after 14 moves.  

Ranaldi following this is on schedule for a solid plus result, but still needs 1,5/2 from now on to make 

an IM-norm out of this. Hobber has a performance of 2495 on his first six games, but following his 

walk over bye in round four a norm now requires a full point overscore on an eight rounds IM norm 

performance. Hobber to achieve this now will have to defeat first heavily underrated Unneland in 

round eight and then a player above 2469 in round nine. 

  

IM Timofey Galinsky (2370) versus GM 

Simen Agdestein (2552) not unepextedly 

started as a slow London opening and 

then turned into a middle game mess. 

Having exchanged two sets of minor 

pieces and allowed black to find active 

positions for the other, Galinsky 

suddenly accelerated and went for a 

kingside attack with 13. Qa4 and 14.Qh4 

followed by f4 and g4-g5. He succeeded 

only to weaken his own position: 

Agdestein meanwhile instructively hit 

back in the center and reached a 

                                        Galinsky vs Agdestein            winning counterattack before 30 moves. 

                 Agdestein is back on the track and in the 

fight for top three again following this smooth black win, but hardly a candidate for top two as he still 

is 1,5 points behind Postny and Urkedal.  

 

GM Normunds Miezis (2485) as white against FM Trygve Dahl (2211) went for a positional English 

fianchetto, but switched to tactical attack when given the chance to take a pawn at b7.  

White later could escape black´s counterattack on the kingside by castling long, and reached a 

position which was «clearly better» according to others and «just won» according to Miezis.  

The position still was complex with a white bishop stranded on b7 protected by a queen on a6, and 

Miezis after 19 moves had only 15 minutes left on the clock. Dahl in an attacking mood (which he by 

the way always is) switched around his pieces to start a queenside attack against the white king at 

b1. The position became all the more troublesome to play for white, until Miezis made an unusual 

blunder when playing 35.f4 – overlooking that black could win back the pawn and open the a-file for 

his attack with 35.--- Rxa3!. White had to give first an exchange and then (in hopeless position) his 

queen for a rook to avoid a direct mate. The sensation was confimed as the GM threw in the 

scoresheets after 42 moves.  
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Miezis was understandable frustrated having lost from the position he had in the early middle game 

today. 20 year old Dahl however used very well the chances he got later in this game, and despite his 

first round loss he now can make an IM-norm if winning both his remaining games. 

 

FM Noam Vitenberg (2298) versus  

IM Benjamin Haldorsen (2469) was a 

Benoni opening in which white placed his 

bishop on f4, and got an advantage due to 

his center and pair of bishops after black 

exchanged his problem light squared 

bishop for a knight at f3. Although black 

established a nice knight on the e5 square, 

white had the better pieces and 

established pressure against black´s pawn 

at c4. White before 40 moves exchanged 

the knights and won the pawn at c4, but 

despite the new 40 minutes he had a hard                                    Vitenberg vs Haldorsen 

time finding any winning plan with queen,  

rook and six pawns against queen, rook and five pawns. Although white had made no progress for 

the last ten moves and now had half an hour less on the clock, he still was a sound pawn up with a lot 

of possibilities left when offering a draw after 50 moves.  

Vitenberg despite this wasted chance is still in the IM-norm run, but he now will have to defeat first 

underrated 2100-player Tobias Lang Nilsen in round eight and then some 2500-GM in the last round.  

 

IM Mads Vestby-Ellingsen (2362) and FM Elham Abdurlauf (2362) investigated an unusual Queen´s 

Gambit line in which white took the pawn at c4, but then gave it back at b5. Apparently white was 

left with a pleasant plus from the better pawn structure, but Abdurlauf actually prepared this line as 

he enjoys this kind of dynamic and messy positions. The strategy worked out well in practical play as 

black succeeded activating his pieces and around move 25 took over the initiative, searching for a 

kingside attack in the g-file. Exchanging queens was a natural plan from a white point of view, but did 

not help much as black´s active rooks and pair of bishops soon dominated the board and assured him 

a material win before 40 moves. 

 

Andreas Skotheim (2120) as white against Ludvig Carlsson (2281) went for a positional Ruy Lopez 

line, but black succeeded opening the kingside with some pressure in the f- and g-file.  

White creatively sacrificed an exchange to get a passed a-pawn. He still ended up just an exchange 

down in the endgame as black was able to exchange both the queens and the passed pawn.  

After 40 moves black had an apparently easily winning position with rook, bishop and two kingside 

pawns against rook and two pawns, but black still had to watch out as he had two h-pawns with a 

promoting square opposite coloured to his bishop. The final endgame with rook and g-pawn versus 

rook, bishop and h-pawn also could give white some drawing chances. It was however a thin lifeline, 

which anyway failed after 75 moves – as black found a way to exchange rooks and then deny the 

white king access to the key corner square at h1. Carlsson following this long win remains in the run 

for an IM-norm, but he still needs to win first as black as GM Benjamin Arvola Notkevich and then 

also in round nine. 
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WGM Olga Dolzhikova (2208) with the black pieces against Alexander Øye-Strømberg (2048) today 

switched from 1.--- b6 to 1.--- g6, with some success as black appeared close to fine from this 

Modern opening. White still got some space advantage in the middle game, transforming into a clear 

advantage as black sacrificed a queenside pawn without getting much out of it.  

Highly promising 14 year old Øye-Strømberg has wasted some promising positions in this 

tournament, but is well above 2100 after he today fulfilled this game efficiently, increasing his 

kingside attack to win decisive material well before 40 moves. 

 

The teenager duel between 14 

year old Shazil Shehzad (2188) 

and 17 year old Tobias Lang 

Nilsen (2146) was a King´s Indian 

Advance a la French. White 

played it much too slowly, 

allowing black to keep an extra 

pawn at d4 and mobilize all his 

pieces for an attack in the f-file 

and diagonal a7-g1.  

The rest was not too exciting as 

Lang Nilsen kept up the pressure 

well and won a ton of material 

before 30 moves. Shehzad so far 

works out much better when                                                       Shezad vs Nilsen 

allowed to attack than when forced  

to defend, but his main lesson from today´s game should be not to play this opening line again 

without better preparations. Shehzad is just below and Lang Nilsen well above expected score 

following this result. 

 

The Norwegian-Swedish junior duel between Andreas Tenold (1935) and Gustav Törngren (2185) was 

a King´s Indian Sämisch in which both kings felt much more safe after an early queen exchange. 

White first had positional pressure and then chances for a kingside attack, but Törngren succeeded to 

get counterplay by advancing his queenside pawn majority. After 33 moves white probably was still 

better, but about to run short of time with two passed black pawns at c4 and b3, he sacrificed his 

bishop at h7 to assure a draw by perpetual check. A dramatic moment followed as black with more 

than 10 minutes left at move 39 let down his king at f8 instead of g8 – overlooking a mate in five 

starting with 40.Rh8+!. White short of time lifted the rook from h6, but let it down at f6, after which 

the game soon was drawn by repetition of checks. Törngren is around his expected score so far, 

while Tenold today passed the 2000 mark despite the wasted mating net.  

 

The Rogaland whiz-kid duel between Aksel Bu Kvaløy (2174) and Sergey Eliseev (2025) was a Sicilian 

Najdorf opening in which something went seriously wrong for black, as white in the early middle 

game just won the d6 pawn with a big advantage. Eliseev succeeded in saving his king from the 

immediate dangers by exchanging queens, but the remaining rook and minor piece endgame with 

one extra pawn and two passed pawns at c4 and d5 still was an easy win for white. Solid plus result 

for 12 year old Kvaløy following this win and and even more solid plus result for 13 year old Eliseev 

despite this loss.  
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Sigve Hølleland (2133) as white against FM Gunnar Lund (2302) went for an apparently safe Ruy 

Lopez line, which became much less safe and much more entertaining when black (in a better 

position) went for a pseudo sacrifice with 15.--- Nxe4?!. Instead of just winning back the material 

with a better position black ended up sacrificing an exchange, entering an interesting endgame with 

one rook, two bishops and six pawns against two rooks, one knight and five pawns.  

The attacking possibilities in this endgame were underestimated as both players first overlooked a 

white win with 28.Nf6!, after which white instead played 28.cxb4?? allowing a decisive counterattack 

with 28.--- Rb1+! and 29.--- Bc4.  

White within a few moves was forced to return the exchange, and the remaining rook and minor 

piece endgame due to black´s passed e-pawn and active pieces was a trivial win. Hølleland is just 

above and Lund just below expected score after seven rounds, as both have had a too uneven 

performance. 

 

Our new Estonian chessfriend Dion Krivenko 

(2047) gave his open Sicilian with 4.Qxd4 

another try as white in the «Who´s who» 

game against Aleksander Fossan (2171).  

To tell the truth it did not work out too well, 

as white after exchanging his bishop for a 

knight at c6 soon came worse due to blacks 

active pair of bishops. Fossan however in 

turn played too slowly, inviting white to 

exchange his knight for a bishop at f6 with a 

balanced position to follow. After 40 moves 

the endgame with rook, bishop and six 

                                      Krivenko vs Fossan       pawns against rook, knight and six pawns  

         still appeared drawish. Whites rook and 

bishop however now had established a better working relationship than black´s rook and knight.  

43.--- Rc5? was a blunder after which white could insert 44.b4! and then pick up a pawn with a 

winning advantage. This game made all the difference as Krivenko now is a full point ahead of his 

expected score and Fossan a full point below.   

 

Lars Johan Brodtkorb (2166) against Afras Mansoor (2117) was a heavyweight King´s Indian Sämisch 

duel, in which the board appeared overcrowded with 32 pieces after 16 moves. Whites bayonet 

attack with h4-h5 then opened the h-file with some attacking chances. Again having spent too much 

time Brodtkorb however lost control, as he allowed a tactical 20.--- Nxe3! with tactical complications 

favouring black. Mansoor in turn spent even more time than Brodtkorb, hence white after 23 moves 

had left three minutes and black less than two. 24.--- f5? actually was a time trouble mistake which 

could have made the attacking race open again after 25.Qh3!.  

Short of time Brodtkorb instead helpfully played 25.exf6 e.p.? (and in his hurry removed black´s e7-

pawn instead of the f5-pawn, after which Mansoor got two useful minutes due to illegal move). As 

Mansoor took back on f6 with his bishop he had a winning attack plus an extra bishop, and Brodtkorb 

resigned by giving up his queen two moves later on.  

The result of the game reflects the tournament for both players: Brodtkorb despite contributing 

much to the entertainment of this tournament is well below expected score while Mansoor is en 

route to a clear plus result.  
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Simen Sørensen (2047) as white against 

Ingrid Skaslien (1976) first entered a Semi 

Slav Moscow line and then exchanged at 

d5, leaving some kind of Queen´s Gambit 

exchange mutation in which black due to 

her pair of bishops first was fine if not 

better. Exchanging one of the bishops for 

a knight at f3 probably was fine, but if so 

allowing white to exchange the knights on 

h5 afterwards definetely was a mistake.  

The two h-pawns later weakened black´s 

 kingside a lot – leaving white with a 

                                    Sørensen vs Skaslien            pleasant pressure on the queenside and 

                kingside. The rest was a convincing 

transport from Sørensen and a cramp from Skaslien, as white picked up two pawns along the road to 

a decisive g-file attack.  

1-0 after 34 moves means Skaslien is out as an WIM-norm candidate, but still in for big ELO gain and 

above 2000 again. Sørensen is balancing around an average result with two shots left.  

 

Håkon Bentsen (2120) and FM André Nielsen (2218) tested out a quiet Italian opening line in which 

black first made the better decisions, as his pair of bishops gave him a notable initiative when the 

position finally opened after 20 moves. White´s decision to sacrifice an exchange at d5 should not 

have changed much, but resulted in a lot of counterplay as black gave up his powerful pair of bishops 

by accepting the offer. As black already had given up two pawns, his decision to sacrifice back the 

exchange at e7 was a disaster – leaving white a pawn up with the safer king in the remaining position 

with queen, rook, bishop and five pawns against queen, rook, bishop and four pawns.  

Finally having got a much better position from someone, Bentsen became so thankful that he 

immediately forced a draw by repetition of checks. 

 

Monika Machlik (2082) today speeded up 

from the start against Sondre Melaa (2210), 

and following a better developed opening 

understanding came ahead on the board and 

clock in a Queen´s Gambit exchange line.  

Due to black´s isolated d5-pawn, weak a7-

pawn and less active pieces, white after 30 

moves had winning pressure with queen, 

rook, bishop and five pawns against queen, 

rook, knight and five pawns. For a change 

having more than five minutes left after 30 

moves, Machlik instructively activated her rook                                Machlik vs Melaa 

to b7 and picked up the black a7-pawn.  

After the time control Melaa stopped the clock, as the extra 40 minutes only helped him to realize 

how much in dire straits his position was. In short Monika Machlik on her 23th birthday 

(congratulations!) saved the tournament result with her best game so far this week, while Melaa still 

is close to unrecognizable following his delayed start of the tournament. 
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Sander Fuglestein (2109) finally seems to have recovered somewhat from his disasterous start, and 

today won a very good game as white against Pål Røyset (2150). The opening was a closed Catalan in 

which white first held a small space advantage, although the black pair of bishops gave his position 

some long term potential. Having weakened the kingside with an early h6 however proved fatal for 

black in this game: White found a strong attacking square for his knight at g6, and won decisive 

material by an f-file attack combined with a passed pawn march in the d-file. 

 

Sigurd Love Grøver (2145) on the other hand finally improved today, winning an inspired white game 

against Thyra Kvendseth (2017). White got a space advantage from this King´s Indian opening.  

The advantage developed into a winning attack, as black first gave white a pair of bishops and then 

helpfully opened the position for them. As black´s kingside was fatally weakened without a 

fianchetto bishop at g7, white could exchange his light squared bishop to create a dangerous attack 

on the e-file and the long diagonal a1 to h8. 

 

Finally FM Richard Bjerke 

(2144) versus Hallvard Haug 

Flatebø (1877) was a Dutch 

Leningrad fianchetto duel in 

which white got a positional 

edge, but again Bjerke in the 

middle game failed to come up 

with anything but sound 

exchanges.  

The endgame with rook, bishop 

and six pawns for each player 

following this was drawish, 

although still better for white. 

Bjerke played on and finally 

won a pawn with much  

                                               Bjerke vs Flatebø                 reduced material left in the 

                      rook endgame.  

Although rook, f-pawn and h-pawn versus rook and h-pawn is a draw with some margin, it is still 

much easier to play with two than one pawn. This is the kind of endgame which almost always will be 

drawn with two players above 2500, but which is probably more often won than not if players are 

below 2200. Bjerke reached some won positions towards the end of this game but the final position 

actually was not one of them: Flatebø resigned as he was about to lose the h6-pawn, but if he had 

started to defend accurately the remaining position with rook versus rook, f- and h-pawn could still 

have been a draw.  

Flatebø has got five exciting games but no score after being promoted to the GM-group, while Bjerke 

as the oldest player in this group finally got a well deserved pole in today.     
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Open Group 

 
                                                                                               Lye vs Ihlen 

 

13 year old Sverre Lye (1799) still walks confidently around on the water in the Open, despite a 

careful Russian opening today winning a 33-move attacking game as white against Sivert Ihlen 

(1871).  

 

Meanwhile 24 year old Mikkel Lien (1677) continues his remarkable progress, and today won before 

30 moves against former leader Brage Modell (1844). Black got the better position against the 

unusual and aggressive Bird opening (1.f4), but white was anyway much better when black at move 

28 blundered a rook and stopped the clock.  

 

Eleven year old Louis Khoo-Thwe (1835) today lost a rook in the opening against Andreas Skrede 

Hausken (1823) on third board, but fought on and succeeded in saving a draw with queen versus 

rook and two bishops in the endgame.  

 

Fourth board also was a long and tense duel, in which 15 year old Mathias Lind Schouten (1822) 

helped by the clock successfully transformed a drawish knight endgame into a won pawn endgame 

as black against third rated Misha Galinsky (1876).  

 

Second rated Elias Hestvik (1893) without making spectacular moves has started a strong spurt, and 

today succeeded in squeezing a win out of his extra pawn in the rook and opposite coloured bishop 

endgame against 15 year old Alisha Shehzad (1660).  
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The older brother Sigurd Lye (1776) got a set back on the fifth board today, losing a difficult queen 

and rook endgame as black against our obviously underrated new Australian chessfriend Jamie Cross 

(1711).  

 

Board seven was a fairly balanced and early drawn Sicilian battle between ten year old Evsuld 

Myagmarsuren (1678) and 18 year old Thomas Berg (1719), while first rated Terje Lund (2104) today 

hit back with an inspired attacking win as black against former solid Egil Melkevik (1725).  

 

Behind the first rank of boards the open today had some surprises. One of them was 17 year old Jon 

Holtan Øverbø (1455) winning with the notable margin of two rooks in a wild attacking battle against 

16 year old Live Jørgensen Skigelstrand (1735). S 

 

till no complaints about the fighting spirit in the open as 23 out of 27 games got a winner today.  

The last game of round seven came on the lower boards in this group, as Corinna Lotz (1375) with  

good technique realized her extra pawn in the knight endgame against Håvard Skotheim (1394).  

 

Following all this Sverre Lye now leads alone at an outstanding 6,5/7, but still only half a point ahead 

of surprise man Mikkel Lien – while Elias Hestvik, Louis Khoo-Thwe, Brage Modell, Jamie Cross, 

Mathias Lind Schouten and Andreas Skrede Hausken all follow at 5,0.  

 

Modell later tonight unfortunately has had to withdraw from the tournament. Following this Cross 

will have to take a walk over win on board three, while the other top boards will be Lye versus 

Hestvik, Lien versus Khoo-Thwe and Schouten versus Hausken.     

 

 

Open group 

 

 

 

All photos by Tom Eriksen and Malgorzata Kopaczek-Styczen 


